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-SRIHITHA& NIKHIL

CMR College of  Engineering and Technology conducted the
CMRCET MUN  from 20th January'23 to 22nd January'23.  

Model  United Nations (Model  UN /  MUN) is  a  simulation of
United Nations procedures.  Participants role-play as UN
delegates and engage in negotiations,  discussions,  and
lively debates,  the cornerstones of  UN activity.
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ITINERARY
As mentioned,  the event took place for 3
days,  and the fol lowing are the it ineraries
for the respective days.
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ITINERARY
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COMMITTES
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AGENDA
The fol lowing are the agendas that were
discussed in each committee.  By Day-3,
every committee agreed on a solution for
their respective problems.
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The day started off  with al l  of  us gathering at
the basketball  ground, then we went into the
CMRCET campus to get  our Registrations
done.  Upon doing our registrations,  we got a
delegate kit .  After that,  there was an Opening
Ceremony where they explained to us the
process of  things.  Then we proceeded to our
respective committees.
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DAY - II
Day-II  was quite similar to Day-I,  we al l  went
to our respective committees and tried our
best to f ind a diplomatic solution for the
problems that were risen.
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After the committee sessions,  there were
socials  where we could interact  with everyone
informally and have fun.  There was music and
food stal ls ,  etc.  Our lexians have also
performed in the Open Mic session that
happened during the socials .

DAY - II
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DAY - III

Sneha.K (IInd year CSE) - Honourable Mention
Vairab Patra ( IInd year CSE) - Special  Mention 
Navaneeth (IIIrd year CSM) - Special  Mention
Diwakar  ( I Ind year CSG) - Special  Mention
Laasya (IIIrd year CSM) - Verbal  Mention
Leo Nikhil  ( I Ird year CSM) - Verbal  Mention
Keerthana (IInd year CSD) - Verbal  Mention 

On day- III ,  the f inal  day everyone in our
committee have to draft  a  resolution for solving the
issue that was discussed in the committee so far.
After everything was done,  i t  was t ime for the
closing ceremony where the winners were
mentioned and we bagged 7  prizes.
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CERTIFICATES 
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PERMISSION
LETTERS
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PERMISSION
LETTERS
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For me,  CMRCET MUN was l ike a memorable one
where I  learned what MUN was cause it  was my f irst
t ime.  Apart  from everything what I  got to know ,  what
MUN is  ,  was a group of  people trying representing
each country come together to solve the world issues
on particular agenda in respective committees.  As I
was in the International  Press committee I  learned
how the press works crucial ly  in transporting the
information of  what al l  has happened to the public in
a crystal  clear way.It  was very well  informed and
looking forward to participate in such events which
helps us to be aware of  what 's  happening in and out of
our country.
                                           -  Sai  Sneha (IInd year CSE)

FEEDBACK 

It  was a real ly great experience as a f irst  t imer.The
three days of  the CMRCET MUN were really
informative and was a lot  of  fun.  This MUN was
spectacular and also got to know how the real  MUN
works.  I  learnt how to research,speech,how to
negotiate and also drafting skil ls  and also it  helped me
to build my network.
                                           -  M. Akhila ( IInd year CSE)
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I 've represented the Federative Republic of  Brazil  in
UNODC. Though I  had well-versed knowledge about
the country's  stance,  policies and postion in drugs and
crime,  it  was a pretty tough job to defend a country
that 's  leading in organized crime.  For me MUN is  a
polit ical  problem solving game that enables a delegate
to practice diplomacy.   The committee was a success
which came up with 2 Draft  Resolutions out of  which
one passed.  I 've been a sponsor in a DR which was
scraped due to ineff iciency in the solutions but sti l l
I 've learnt more about organized crime in different
nations during my research.
                                        -  Navaneeth (IIInd year CSM)

FEEDBACK 

Cmrcet MUN was organized very well . .  And the
facil it ies were very good. .transportation was l i tt le
problematic and eb was experienced one so it  went in
a smooth way.
                                 -  Sindhu Sharma (IInd year CSM)
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The Model  United Nations (MUN) conference held by
CMRCET campus in 2023 was a resounding success,
with students from various colleges participating in
the event.  The students from CMR Technical  Campus
took part  in the conference with great enthusiasm,
representing various countries and engaging in
stimulating debates and discussions.  The event was a
great learning experience for them, providing them
with a platform to hone their skil ls  in diplomacy,
negotiation,  and public speaking.  The students from
CMR Technical  Campus were able to demonstrate their
knowledge and expertise,  winning multiple awards
and mentions in various categories.  Overall ,  the MUN
conference was an enriching experience for the
students,  providing them with the opportunity to
showcase their talents and learn from their peers.

                                 -  Diwakar Sastry ( IInd year CSG)
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